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Body: Introduction Long term oxygen therapy is a widely used treatment in end stage COPD. Uncontrolled
oxygen therapy can be dangerous due to CO2 retention. In hospital these patients would often receive
controlled oxygen via Venturi mask systems (VMS). Historically VMS have not been used in the community
as they may cause concentrators to alarm and may not deliver an accurate FiO2. With newer concentrators
and VMS available, we wanted to know if accurate FiO2 could now be practically delivered. Aims To
compare the actual delivered oxygen concentration versus the manufacturers expected oxygen
concentration through various combinations of VMS and oxygen concentrators. Methods We measured
percentage oxygen output at manufacturers recommended flow rates via a concentrator. We tested three
makes of VMS (Respironics, Salter Labs and Intersurgical) and 2 types of concentrator, the AirSep New Life
Elite 0-5l/min and the AirSep VisionAire3 0-3 l/min. We also tested the VMS with the hospital oxygen supply.
Results The average differences from the stated percentage for the 3 makes of VMS via the concentrators
were 2.2% (Respironics), 1.4% (Salter labs) and 1.1% (Intersurgical). For walled oxygen it was 4.2%, 0.3%
and 1.6%. Some combinations of oxygen source and VMS delivered oxygen that was higher than expected.
This occurred in 45% of cases via the concentrator and 81.8% of cases via the walled oxygen. For all VMS
the oxygen percentage delivered was lower or equal when using concentrators than from the wall oxygen
source. The use of VMS with oxygen concentrators did not trigger the devices used to alarm. Conclusion
Oxygen delivered by a VMS and a home concentrator appears safe compared to controlled oxygen in
hospital.
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